
Simply-Six Program
Compression Packing 

Garlock, the World Leader in Compression Packing products, 
offers a choice (Simply Six) of top selling packing styles ideally 
suited to seal a variety of rotary equipment performing under 
a broad range of operating conditions.  Garlock’s world-class 
Compression Packing products and services create end-user 
value by enabling safe processes, conforming to stringent 
fugitive emission limits and documented end-user savings.  
Garlock Compression Packing products have industry leading 
reliability, mean time between failure and sealing performance 
all backed up with knowledgeable, responsive engineering 
support.

Style 98

The best choice for high-
temperature service

 » Low coefficient of friction for longer 
equipment life

 » High thermal conductivity means 
process runs cooler, and packing 
lasts longer

 » Withstands wide variety of chemicals

 » Low chloride certification available

Carbon Packings

SpecificationS

construction LATTICE BRAID® carbon fiber

Media Acids, strong caustics, hot oils, solvents, 
boiler feed, condensate water

equipment Centrifugal pumps, agitators, ball, 
globe, gate and plug valve stems, 
oil drilling and down-hole tools

temperature -328°F (-200°C) to 850°F 
(455°C) atmosphere
to 1,200°F (650°C) steam

pH range 0-14 (except strong oxidizers)

Shaft speed to 4,000 fpm plus (20 m/s)

pressure to 500 psi (35 bar) rotary/centrifugal
to 2,500 psi (173 bar) valves

Graphite Packings
Style 1333-G

 » Style 1333-G is braided from 
graphite fiber reinforced flexible 
graphite yarns and high purity 
graphite filament yarns to provide 
high tensile strength and low friction  

 » The excellent heat dissipating 
properties of 1333-G allows our 
customers to conserve both water 
and energy

 » Since Style 1333-G can be used in clean, high speed, high 
temperature applications requiring low leakage rates, our 
customers also realize a significant savings in inventory 
investment by using this material in both pumps and valves

SpecificationS

construction Offset square flexible graphite braid 
reinforced with a graphite dispersion

temperature -328°F (-200°C) to 850°F 
(455°C) atmosphere
to 1200°F (650°C) in steam

pH range 0-14 (except strong oxidizers)

pressure to 600 psi (41 bar) rotary
to 4,000 psi (275 bar) valves

Shaft speed to 4,800 fpm (23 m/s) rotary

pacKMaSteR® 6

 » This flexible shock resistant packing 
has excellent chemical resistance 
and can stand up in a wide range of 
rotary applications  

 » This universal applicability will 
translate into better cash flow from 
reduced inventory and lower training 
and installation costs

Mild Service Packings

SpecificationS

construction Expanded PTFE with graphite and a
silicone lubrication

temperature -200°F (-130°C) to 550°F (288°C)

pH range 0-14

pressure to 3,000 fpm

Shaft speed to 300 psi (20 bar) rotary/centrifugal



Style 1303-fep 

 » Style 1303-FEP combines the emissions performance of 
engineered sets with the installation flexibility and speed 
that comes from braided packing

 » Offers the same fire safety and chemical resistance as EVSP

 » The wire jacketed construction makes for a long lasting 
valve packing that requires minimal adjustment and will 
deliver superior emissions control from turn around to turn 
around

Valve Packings for Fugitive Emissions Service

Style 1965

Superb flexibility & easy handling
 » Protects  machinery 's  cr i t ica l 

components from abrasive media

 » Lowers maintenance and sealing 
element expenditures

 » Product does not extrude and lasts 
longer in service

 » Material flexibility and easy handling mean faster change-out times

 » Non-contaminating components keep end product and pump 
area clean

 » Shock resistant withstanding cavitation, pressure surges and 
other system upsets

 » Increased thermal stability conserves water

SiMply SiX pRoGRaM

General Service Packings

SpecificationS

construction LATTICE BRAID® fiber-infused PTFE  
yarns* with graphite and SYNTHEPAK®  
yarns, PTFE dipersion and snow white  
petroltum 

equipment Pumps

temperature -450°F (-270°C) to 500°F (260°C)

pH range 1-13

Shaft speed to 2,500 fpm (10 m/s)

pressure to 600 psi (41 bar) rotary/centrifugal 

* Patent #4,994,303

PTFE Packings
Style 5888

Valve stem packing with superior 
chemical resistance
 » High density, dimensionally stable—

very little water absorption

 » Ideal for valve and slower shaft 
speed applications

 » PTFE dispersion ensures a low 
friction finish and prevents leakage 
through the braid

 » Resistant to most chemicals

SpecificationS

construction LATTICE BRAID® continuous filament 
PTFE braid with PTFE dispersion

equipment Check and needle valve stems, 
reciprocating rods, rams and plungers  
and rotary applications

temperature -450°F (-270°C) to 500°F (260°C)

pH range 1-14

Shaft speed to 1,000 fpm plus (5 m/s)

pressure to 300 psi (20 bar) rotary/centrifugal 
to 2,000 psi (138 bar) valves

Style 8922

Superior performance
 » Unique spun synthetic fiber; ideal replacement for asbestos

 » Excellent for pumps, valves, rods, plungers, rams, expansion 
joints

 » Reduction in shaft and sleeve wear lowers operational costs

 » Versatile, multi-use packing means lower inventory stocking 
costs

SYNTHEPAK® Packing

 » The wire reinforcement will not score the stem and doesn’t 
add excessive stem friction

 » Achieved ISO-15848-1 class B emissions tightness

 » Excellent results in emissions test procedure of API-622 2nd 
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